MANHATTAN ACTIVE™

INVENTORY

PUSH POSSIBLE

™

FOR YOUR STOCK INVESTMENT

SINGLE VIEW OF YOUR ENTERPRISE
STOCK MANAGEMENT STRATEGY

Manhattan Active™ Inventory allows you to finally achieve a single, holistic view of all
aspects of your stock management strategy. From annual financial planning to daily
replenishment reordering to periodic enterprise alignment of the plan, Manhattan
Active Inventory provides the tools you need to ensure your stock investment strategies
are generating the maximum value and returns, to Push Possible™ for your enterprise.

ENTER THE ERA OF OMNICHANNEL
STOCK OPTIMISATION

Improve service levels, increase sales and reduce stocks. These ideas have been the
cornerstones of advanced stock optimisation for decades. But in the era of digital
commerce and omnichannel fulfilment, the stock optimisation game has fundamentally
changed. Stock is consumed in new and different ways on a real-time basis, which
leaves many of today’s prevalent stock management methodologies obsolete. Old
methods just won’t work in this new arena. Manhattan Active Inventory provides fresh
perspectives and innovation to address today’s omni-stock challenges.

UNLOCKING INNOVATION AT THE SPEED OF THE CLOUD

Staying active requires a flexible approach, one where enterprises can take advantage
of the newest technology quickly. To achieve a faster pace and support constant
innovation, Manhattan Active Inventory solutions are designed to adapt. Solutions
are available across a variety of deployment options—public cloud, private cloud,
managed/hosted or on-premise—to serve a broad range of needs, capabilities
and budgets. With options to receive annual upgrades, you can ensure you’re
always current with the latest stock innovations from Manhattan.

‘We’ve seen an 8 to 10 per cent stock reduction
in our distribution centre with Replenishment. And
we have aggressive targets for further reduction.’
– Pet Supplies Plus
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FORECASTING &
REPLENISHMENT
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Manhattan Active Inventory allows you to
finally achieve a single, holistic view of all
aspects of your stock management strategy.
MAXIMISE YOUR RETURN ON STOCK ASSETS

In many enterprises, stock is the largest continuous investment you make, so getting the
most out of this investment is critical. Manhattan’s Forecasting & Replenishment solutions
enable retailers and wholesalers to maximise sales and customer service with the least
amount of stock investment possible. These solutions combine market-leading innovation,
advanced algorithms and data science with an intuitive, visually-stunning user experience,
helping drive shareholder value from every stock-intensive operation.

OMNICHANNEL INVENTORY OPTIMIZATION

Omnichannel transformation strategies have driven massive operational innovations, many
of which have resulted in significant disruptions to optimised stock plans. But all for good
reason—meeting customer expectations and driving customer loyalty. In a world where
supply can be utilised by any channel, for any fulfilment experience and at any given point
in time, the methods for forecasting and replenishing have to evolve. Demand is no longer
one-dimensional, and stock supply must be considered in far more granular ways than
in the past. Manhattan Replenishment includes unique modelling and optimisation of
network stock, considering selling and fulfilment strategies by channel.

SUPERIOR SCIENCE TO DRIVE MAXIMUM INNOVATION

Manhattan’s Forecasting & Replenishment solutions were born from the belief that better
science yields a greater return on stock investment for our customers. We’ve held that
belief as a core tenant of our solutions strategy for many years, and this has resulted
in innovative breakthroughs in the area of stock management. Manhattan now offers
machine-learning-based capabilities, which enable our solutions to not only detect
opportunities to improve results but also to self-tune stock strategies to drive even greater
financial benefits for our customers.
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FORECASTING & REPLENISHMENT

SOLUTION COMPONENTS
Forecasting & Replenishment solutions include Demand Forecasting,
Replenishment, Multi-Echelon, Sales & Operations Planning, and Vendor
Managed Inventory. Each is designed to increase your overall return on
stock assets.
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DEMAND FORECASTING
ADVANCED SCIENCE DELIVERS GREATER
RETURNS ON STOCK ASSETS
Even the most regular-selling item can be difficult to forecast.
Add in slow sellers, intermittent items, new item introductions
and promotions, and forecasting future demand can be
extremely arduous. Multiply that problem by a massive network
of SKU locations, and the problem becomes even more
daunting. However, predicting future demand is the first step in
any stock management strategy, regardless of the industry or
type of items being managed.
Manhattan’s solution provides visibility into network demand
and combines innovative forecasting techniques with demand
cleansing, seasonal pattern analysis and self-tuning capabilities
to accurately anticipate demand even in the most complex
scenarios. Using machine learning to constantly evolve and
adapt the science of demand forecasting, our customers
benefit from higher degrees of forecast accuracy, without
heavy user intervention.
Manhattan simplifies the complex science behind Demand
Forecasting by focusing the analyst on managing just those
key exceptions that the system itself cannot reconcile. It
becomes easy to manage an infinite combination of locations
and products with differing time horizons and aggregation to
enable range, financial and merchandise planning, in addition
to replenishment.
With our industry-leading Demand Forecasting solution, your
team has the power to

DEMAND FORECASTING
CORE CAPABILITIES

Designed to rapidly respond to all shifts in demand,
Manhattan’s Demand Forecasting solution delivers an array
of unique innovations that make it ideal for addressing the
dynamic nature of ranges that span multiple demand channels.

Features + Functions
– Generate and maintain forecasts at different levels of product
and location nodes
– Forecast by selling channel to ensure a granular view into
omnichannel fulfilment strategies
– Utilise built-in demand cleansing and seasonal profiling to
properly account for repeatable patterns in the forecast
– Detect and self-correct destructive seasonal profiles
– Sense and respond to trends and demand patterns with the
self-adapting Unified Forecasting Method™
– Filter out non-essential forecast exceptions
– Detect and self-correct when demand patterns change with
Advanced Exception Management
– Benchmark accuracy of manual forecast changes against
system-maintained demand forecast
– Audit management of forecast exceptions
– Protect the integrity of demand history when exceptional
events occur that have a negative impact on demand
– Compute promotional event lift expectations based on similar
events executed in the past
– Track promotional impact on demand separately from
baseline demand

– Improve forecast accuracy
– Model demand for slow and intermittently selling items
– Forecast demand for both enterprise planning and daily
replenishment activities
– Scale up or down to meet the needs of very large networks

Manhattan’s Demand Forecasting solution delivers an array of
unique innovations that make it ideal for addressing the dynamic
nature of ranges that span multiple demand channels.
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FORECASTING & REPLENISHMENT

REPLENISHMENT
OPTIMISE THE BALANCE BETWEEN STOCK,
SALES AND SERVICE LEVELS
Having a clear and accurate perspective on demand positions an
enterprise to optimise its future stock supply. When to buy, which
items to buy and how many units of each are core questions that
are easily addressed by Manhattan’s Replenishment.

REPLENISHMENT FOR THE
WHOLESALE INDUSTRY

For wholesalers, stock is all about margin protection. By
optimising replenishment, you can ensure the best order fill
rates for the lowest amount of overall stock at the lowest total
cost—even with key customers that are given special treatment
with guaranteed service levels. Manhattan Replenishment
enables some of the world’s largest and most complex
wholesale businesses to thrive financially, despite what’s often
a low margin operating profile.

REPLENISHMENT FOR THE RETAIL INDUSTRY
For retailers, stock is all about sales, brand protection and
customer satisfaction. Often, less-profitable, slower-moving
stock is carried simply because the customer demands a full
range. The challenge in these environments is balancing the
stock investment across the myriad of selling channels while
accounting for the enterprise’s ability to fulfil from anywhere
when appropriate.

Manhattan’s Replenishment capabilities are designed to utilise
embedded simulation to fine tune your stock management
strategies and ensure maximum ROI. Our easy-to-use,
exception-based workflows guide the stock analyst through the
most critical tasks on a daily basis.
Using Manhattan’s Replenishment solution, you can:
– Eliminate unnecessary stock from your network
– Reduce out-of-stock impacts on your top-line
business performance
– Improve customer service and order fill rates
– Increase stock analyst productivity
– Facilitate business growth and expansion without
significant increase in stock levels
– Rebalance stock across your network

Features + Functions
– Prioritise and orchestrate business process flows through
our personalised Daily Agenda
– Take advantage of at-a-glance performance metrics and data
visualisations to monitor the health of your stock investment
– Personalise your Replenishment experience
– Manage buying team performance and enable metric-based
performance improvements
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Replenishment Optimisation
– Use what-if scenarios to evaluate the financial trade-offs of
alternative safety stock strategies
– Differentiate service-level goals across multiple channels of
demand, even with a single pool of stock
– Reduce the negative impact of slow movers by
categorising them for special replenishment approaches
based on profitability
– Evaluate the cost impact of various replenishment frequencies
– Manage presentation requirements in a time-phased manner
– Manage physical space constraints in a time-phased manner
– Ensure suggested orders are always rounded to pack size
requirements to reduce handling costs
– Shift order pack size requirements based on economic trade-offs
– Introduce new items into your range
– Transition demand and supply from existing items to
replacement items as they’re introduced
– Adjust lead times to account for seasonal changes
– Simulate the impact of front loading stock during the
pre-season period to offset operational impacts

Order Review & Approval
– Expedite the daily order review and approval process with
seamless workflows
– Automate rules-based order approval to focus the stock
analyst on meaningful exceptions
– Build orders to predetermined sizes based on any unit of
measure (pound value, weight, volume, etc.)
– Rebuild orders on the go, adding or removing days of
supply as needed
– Split orders into multiple recommended purchase orders
based on several split strategies
Opportunity & Promotional Buying
– Evaluate and execute forward buys when deal opportunities
create financially favourable buying conditions
– Enable on-the-go evaluation of deal effectiveness
– Visualise and adjust overlapping promotional influences on
your expected demand
Network Stock Balancing
– Redistribute excess stock when there are stock imbalances
across the network
– Trigger execution of stock transfers to prevent emergency
out-of-stock situations
– Consider multiple sources of transfer opportunities when
needs can’t be met by a single location
– Inhibit the transfer of high-risk stock
Stock Performance Analysis
– Track and monitor buyer performance based on specialised KPIs
– Construct the 'why behind the buy' with sophisticated
on-hand stock layering
– Monitor and inform analysts of their weekly and YTD
performance across several metrics
– Facilitate collaboration with suppliers and internal operations
by sharing projections of future stock and order volumes

MULTI-ECHELON
HOLISTIC OPTIMISATION
OF STOCK ACROSS COMPLEX,
MULTI-TIERED SUPPLY CHAINS

Optimising stock in a single facility can be challenging enough.
Now introduce multiple locations, multiple tiers in your network
and multiple flow paths for certain products, and the number of
variables that can impact stock and customer service becomes
almost daunting.
Manhattan’s Multi-Echelon Inventory Optimization (MEIO)
solution takes a holistic approach to modelling stock and
end-customer service level objectives to ensure you’re
achieving the greatest possible returns on all your stock.
Manhattan’s Multi-Echelon capabilities are deeply ingrained in
the DNA of our Replenishment solution. Ours is not a separate
solution; it’s an inherent part of how Replenishment optimises
when the supply chain network isn’t simply single-tier.
With Multi-Echelon Inventory Optimization, you can
– Achieve the greatest possible end-customer service objectives
with the least total network stock levels
– Improve stock turns, which frees up working capital
– Align stock policy decisions across all tiers of your supply chain
– Automate certain stock responses in one tier when demand,
supply or stock management strategy changes in another tier
– Reduce the impact of the Bullwhip Effect on network stock

Features + Functions
– Utilise a single solution and single deployment for the
entire network
– Optimise cross-tier stock management strategies to
synchronise stock needs across each echelon in your network
– Generate order projections for future stock order activity,
which drives upper echelon demand
– Update all order projections in real time throughout the
business day
– Allocate constrained supply when the upper echelon is short
on stock
– Consider supplier lead-time risk factors in lower echelon
replenishment strategy
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FORECASTING & REPLENISHMENT

VENDOR MANAGED
INVENTORY
REPLENISHMENT AS A SERVICE –
CREATE VALUE WHILE FORGING LASTING
BUSINESS RELATIONSHIPS
Manufacturers and suppliers often don’t have visibility of
stock levels and sales of their products to end customers.
They receive orders, they manufacture and plan the supply
needed to service those orders, and they fulfil orders.

Therefore, their role in the supply chain is often very reactive.
This leaves them with little time or ability to streamline
manufacturing and supply planning, optimise the total flow of
stock and better position themselves strategically to service
their customers.
Manhattan’s Vendor Managed Inventory (VMI) reverses the
ownership of the in-stock position from the wholesaler and/
or retailer to the upstream supplier or manufacturer. VMI
grants suppliers access to critical downstream stock and sales
data. This, coupled with Manhattan’s sophisticated demand
forecasting and replenishment science, enables suppliers
to manage product replenishment and improve in-stock
performance on behalf of end customers. Thus, Replenishment
as a Service becomes a reality!
With our industry-leading VMI solution, suppliers and
manufacturers have the ability to:
– Monitor end customer stock positions
– Track and analyse sales activity, providing keen insight into
upcoming demand, which can feed into supply planning
and/or manufacturing planning processes
– Provide better order fill rates with reduced overall stock
– Improve end customer in-stock performance
– Lower replenishment costs for retailers and wholesalers
(i.e. end customers)
– Forge closer working relationships with large, strategic
customers
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Features + Functions
– Prioritise and orchestrate business process flows through our
personalised Daily Agenda
– Utilise at-a-glance performance metrics and data visualisations
to monitor the health of your stock investment
– Personalise your Replenishment experience
– Manage buying team performance and enable metric-based
performance improvements
Replenishment Optimisation
– Set agreed-upon target service objectives by location or SKU/
location as needed to comply with customer agreements
– Evaluate the cost impact of various replenishment frequencies
– Import time-phased adjustment of presentation and space
requirements to comply with planned schematic changes
– Model new items being introduced into your customers’ ranges
– Transition demand and supply from existing items to
replacement items as they’re introduced
– Anticipate promotional influence on your customers’ stocks,
and proactively adjust replenishment

Order Review & Approval
– Expedite daily order review and approval processes with
seamless workflows
– Focus the stock analyst on meaningful exceptions using rulesbased order approval

Stock Performance Analysis
– Track and monitor buyer performance based on specialised KPIs
– Monitor and inform analysts of their weekly and YTD
performance across several metrics
– Facilitate collaboration with end customers by sharing
projections of future stock and order volumes

SALES & OPERATIONS
PLANNING
ALIGN YOUR STRATEGIC STOCK PLAN
ACROSS THE ENTERPRISE

Manhattan’s Sales and Operations Planning (S&OP) solution
ensures all key internal stakeholders across the enterprise can
align the near-term stock plan with their current operating and
financial constraints. Manhattan’s S&OP empowers businesses
to adjust an stock plan in one fluid, aggregate motion when
resource or financial constraints drive the need for a change.
With S&OP, you can quickly consolidate the organisation’s
top-down sales and stock plans with current demand from
Demand Forecasting and order forecasts from Replenishment
to formulate a single view into the impact of stock across the
enterprise. And, the solution facilitates stock alignment by
allowing key users to manipulate the sales and stock portions of
the plan based on feedback from other areas of the business.

IT’S NOT JUST ABOUT A
MONTHLY S&OP MEETING

Features + Functions
– Consolidate key sales and stock metrics on a single
S&OP Workbench
– Support rolling 12- to 18-month planning horizons
– Zoom in or out on various Product, Location and Time
hierarchical levels
– Utilise unlimited Product, Location and Time hierarchies
– Provide highly graphical reporting and embedded
data visualisations
– Simulate the impact of plan adjustments before you commit
– Manage the S&OP process at aggregate levels, and then
automatically disaggregate to SKU level for consumption
by Replenishment
– Align S&OP decisions seamlessly with Demand Forecasting
& Replenishment
– Provide transparent visibility of S&OP adjustments by the
Replenishment and Forecasting teams
– Utilise Manhattan’s Store Clustering to interact with the S&OP
Workbench based on metric-driven location groupings

Even if your business has adopted an S&OP practice, the
realities of frequent disruptions to the supply chain still exist.
Manhattan’s S&OP solution makes zero assumptions about
whether the need to alter future stock plans truly came from
an S&OP meeting or not. Regardless of the 'why' behind the
change, S&OP guarantees constant and automated alignment
of the senior leadership's objectives with the buying team.
With our innovative S&OP solution, Retailers and Wholesalers
have the ability to:
– Monitor alignment of the enterprise’s financial plan with the
upcoming demand forecast and projected stock levels
– Ensure cross-functional business alignment to achieve a true,
single stock management strategy for the enterprise
– Overlay your near-term operational, logistic and financial
constraints with the stock buying strategy
– Reduce avoidable supply chain operational costs
– Accelerate time to action when macro-level disruptions
occur that impact planning and execution
– Facilitate a best-in-class S&OP process
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PLANNING
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COMPREHENSIVE ENTERPRISE PLANNING, IMPROVED PROFITS

Every enterprise does some type of planning, regardless of which vertical you’re in and
whether you sell B2B, B2C or both. These planning activities could include setting top-down
financial objectives for the year, modelling the revenue and GMROI impact of new store
openings, sales for next season’s merchandise, or even the promotional activities expected
to be executed next quarter. Each planning process has its own unique time tables,
objectives and expectations.

A SINGLE VERSION OF YOUR STOCK MANAGEMENT STRATEGY
That’s why Manhattan Planning solutions span a broad range of capabilities, each designed
to ensure your enterprise has a holistic view of all aspects of your stock management strategy.
Designed to maximise productivity of the planning organisation by reducing the time
spent gathering and analysing data, Manhattan’s Planning solutions facilitate all your
merchandising, pre-season and in-season planning processes.

UNIQUELY PLAN EACH CHANNEL AND AUTO-RECONCILE
BACK TO THE ENTERPRISE

Today’s retail planning has to consider multiple complex dimensions. In addition to the
typical product, location and time hierarchies, nearly all pertinent business metrics vary by
channel. In the past, channels were modelled as 'dummy' stores. With Manhattan’s Planning
solutions, channels are distinct entities, each with their own metrics which can be planned as
needed, while ultimately aggregated back to the total company level.

FORECAST WHAT’S KNOWN, PLAN WHAT’S NOT

Manhattan’s Planning solutions optionally combine with other components of the Manhattan
Active™ Inventory suite so that retailers can efficiently utilise optimised demand forecasting,
replenishment and collaborative planning processes. Our solutions are continuously
adaptive, always current and seamlessly interconnected. What’s the end result? Your enterprise
enjoys improved profitability by increasing sales, margins and turns, reducing reductions and
optimising stocks.
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PLANNING

SOLUTION COMPONENTS
Manhattan Planning provides an end-to-end enterprise planning
approach built for today’s omnichannel retailer—at the global, regional,
category, item and store levels. Whether you’re planning pre-season,
in-season or upcoming promotions, your team will be ready to make
the best decisions. The solution includes:
– Financial Planning that provides enterprise-wide visibility in order to set corporate objectives, track
performance, refine forecasts and reevaluate performance assumptions
– Assortment Planning to achieve the right mix of products in every category and for every channel
– Store Planning to granular planning at the store location level
– Store Clustering to intelligently group locations together based on key performance metrics
– Item Planning for efficient and accurate planning at the item level
– Promotional Planning to manage the end-to-end process of creating,
forecasting and planning promotions
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FINANCIAL PLANNING

ASSORTMENT PLANNING

Multi-channel selling formats, segmentation of critical
customers, intense global competition and volatile demand
patterns make the merchandise planning process more
challenging than ever. To determine the right product mix, your
planning solutions require the flexibility to support top-down
and bottom-up planning for every part of the business at any
given time.

Keeping your customers happy and giving them the products
they want across all channels is your mission. In today’s
omnichannel world, consumers expect a consistent brand
message, no matter which channel they use to shop. And they
expect a product mix that is tailored to their specific needs in
each local market.

GRANULAR ANALYSIS FOR THE
MOST VALUABLE PORTIONS OF
YOUR RANGE

Manhattan’s Financial Planning enables an iterative process of
setting top-down sales and stock targets, tracking performance,
refining forecasts and re-evaluating assumptions. Planners can
develop category-level plans by channel, with key performance
metrics specific to your business, while taking into account
historical and planned range mix.
Simulating what-if planning scenarios to predict the impact of
changing trends means your team makes better decisions—
and has the foundation to achieve the right mix of merchandise
to satisfy both customers and profit and revenue goals.

Features + Functions
– Plan top-down or bottom-up, pre-season or in-season, across
multiple channels
– Gain enterprise-wide visibility of actual, planned and forecasted
performance metrics across multiple levels of the organisation
– Determine and track category mix, open-to-buy and stock
flows for pre-season and in-season
– Use intuitive, step-by-step workflows, with dynamic orientation
of worksheet views
– Spread (i.e. aggregate/disaggregate) metric modifications up
and down the hierarchy
– Include attributes to plan based on customer preferences

Manhattan’s Assortment Planning solution provides the ability
to plan and execute range strategies within and across channels
while maintaining the unique attributes of each selling channel.

HOLISTIC RANGES THROUGH
CHANNEL-SPECIFIC PLANNING

With Assortment Planning, your team can use channel-specific
metrics, structures, attributes and methodologies to optimise
the pre-season range planning process, providing the flexibility
to configure attributes for any channel—including store,
web, catalogue and wholesale. This highly visual and intuitive
approach ensures the perfect range is designed to meet your
customers’ demands.

Features + Functions
– Build ranges using unlimited attributes to account for
customer preferences, space availability, display criteria and
open to buy
– Filter and tailor ranges dynamically based on customer
preferences
– Analyse best sellers from previous or similar ranges
– Use any number of configurable attributes to develop the
right range mix in each channel
– Synchronise range information with time-phased Item
Planning to plan and track items using multiple metrics
– Tie attribute mix and initial forecasts to target range strategy
and financial goals
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PLANNING

STORE PLANNING

For retailers, planning and constantly monitoring year-on-year
store performance is a critical part of running the business. Store
planning enables retailers to constantly assess which stores are
performing adequately to help achieve the overall corporate
objectives established during financial planning. Store planning
also becomes a key factor when considering new store
openings, store closures and relocations.

PLAN AND MONITOR YEAR-ON-YEAR
STORE PERFORMANCE

With Manhattan’s Store Planning solution, your teams can
effectively model expected sales and stock across a diverse
store topography. Our solution allows planners to quickly and
easily plan based on unique store attributes, ensuring the
utmost flexibility to view and manage the business using the
metrics and store characteristics that are most important to you.
With Store Planning, new stores can be modelled based on likestore history when considering store opening dates.

Features & Functions
– Support planning at any level of the location hierarchy
– Define location hierarchies, including district, region and store
– Time-phase plans to determine optimum stock and receipt flow
– Plan new stores even before their exact locations are identified
– Pivot and morph worksheet capabilities to help speed the
planning process
– Include optional attributes to plan based on customer
preferences
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STORE CLUSTERING

In today’s competitive retail environment, tracking customer
shopping patterns down to the store level is a critical, but
often herculean, task. Planning stores in even a mid-sized chain
requires clustering to manage stores in a practical way.

PLAN WITH INTELLIGENT, METRIC-BASED
GROUPINGS OF STORES

With Manhattan’s Store Clustering solution, your team
can develop ranges and plans that align with customers’
preferences, no matter where they shop. Our solution
intelligently groups similar locations by performance, size,
climate, customer demographics, store format or other
characteristics and incorporates them into the plan. As a
result, you can more accurately predict demand by store—and
ensure that ranges are targeted to the right customer for every
merchandise category.
Store Clustering also provides capabilities to manage location
attributes that can be applied within clustering and used across
all planning processes. As a module in Manhattan’s Planning
suite, Store Clustering helps you to build and manage financial
plans, range plans, item plans and promotion plans by cluster—
which makes it easier to closely align the planning process with
customer demand and optimise stock in every store.

Features + Functions
– Define each cluster set based on as many metrics as you wish
– Set clustering rules using combinations of performance
metrics and attributes
– Create a hierarchical structure for your store groups
– Apply different clustering logic by merchandise category

ITEM PLANNING

As every planner knows, the biggest opportunity can lie in
the smallest detail. Getting to those details is as important as
staying in sync with changing customer demands and market
forces. Yet, planning at the item level overwhelms many
planning systems. In an omnichannel market, with millions of
potential SKU and channel combinations, a powerful solution is
required for efficient, accurate item planning.

GRANULAR ANALYSIS FOR THE MOST
VALUABLE PORTIONS OF YOUR RANGE

Manhattan’s Item Planning solution helps your team plan and
forecast key performance metrics down to the item level. With
an intuitive workflow and user-definable views, it’s easy to plan
across multiple levels of the merchandise hierarchy and focus in
on key items.

Features + Functions
– Support planning at any level of the item hierarchy
– Define item hierarchies, including style, style colour and
SKU/product level
– Time-phase ranges to determine optimum stock and
receipt flow
– Alert planners to changes by synchronising item and
range plans
– Plan related items and placeholder products
– Pivot and morph worksheet capabilities to help speed
the planning process
– Include optional attributes to plan based on customer
preferences

The comprehensive capabilities of our Planning suite make it
easy to tie bottom-up item plans to top-down category plans in
Financial Planning to ensure performance goals remain realistic.
Item, Financial and Promotional planning all work together to
better manage product lifecycles, reducing markdown risk and
increasing sales and margin
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PLANNING

PROMOTIONAL PLANNING
As the number of transactions associated with promotions
continues to rise, successful promotion planning becomes
even more critical. Given the deadline-driven nature of
planning merchandise promotions, it’s easy to cut corners or
make mistakes. And missing the mark means making serious
mismatches between supply and demand that lead to empty
handed and unhappy customers, or reductions because you
bought too much stock. In either case, the results are not ideal
for any enterprise.

ACHIEVE MORE CONSISTENTLY HIGH
PERFORMING PROMOTIONS

Manhattan’s Promotional Planning solution provides consistent,
visible and accessible event information across the organisation.
And better information enables promotion managers to shorten
the promotion planning cycle, minimise risk, monitor results and
respond to changing circumstances—delivering higher average
profit margins on promotions.
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With Promotional Planning, your team can create promotional
offerings and see the corresponding impact on sales and
stock. Using the comprehensive capabilities of the Manhattan
ActiveTM Inventory suite, planners can define the promotional
event, select and assign items to it and then utilise Demand
Forecasting or model the expected business impact. Your
enterprise will benefit from achieving better-performing
promotions, improving forecast accuracy and managing stocks
more effectively resulting in higher average profit margins.

Features & Functions
– Manage the end-to-end process of creating, forecasting and
planning promotions
– See the best-selling and most profitable products from
previous promotions
– Build promotional ranges based on similar events
– Include promotion-specific attributes, including page number,
display fixture, offer and price zone
– Automatically update forecasts based on actual
performance data
– Use 'what-if' simulations to fine-tune strategies
– Consolidate plans for analysis and purchasing across channels

Manhattan’s Planning solutions optionally combine with other
components of the Manhattan Active™ Inventory suite so that
retailers can efficiently utilise optimised demand forecasting,
replenishment and collaborative planning processes.

READY TO GET ACTIVE?
MANHATTAN ACTIVE™
Find out more at manh.com/en-nl
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